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DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY

We Now Offer Robotic
Integration.

A NEW DIRECTION
Recently Cubic Machinery’s President Joe
Lin purchased a second warehouse in
order to house this new robotics
department. Included in this building is
the Cubic Showroom where the
companies Robotic Arms and CNC
machines are on full display.

A GTV-27 integrated with a FANUC Robot and a
Keyence Vision System. The new system enables
picking heterogenous parts from same bin without
confusion thanks to easy-to-train pattern search
algorithm.

ROBOT INTEGRATION
Cubic Machinery has announced they now offer robotic integration services. The
Southern California company, who has been selling their CNC machines for over 25
years, now offers more ways than ever for local manufacturers and job shops to
increase their productivity.

“Technology does not drive change -- it
enables change.” -Bertrand Russell

DID YOU KNOW?
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PROFILE

THE NEW ADDITIONS
Along with the building, 4 new staff
members were hired to head up this new
operation.

Henry Gomez was brought
on as the Applications
Engineer.
Stephanie Dominguez was
added as the Sales
Coordinator.
Henry Gomez
Application Engineer

Chris Ling
Sale Engineer

Stephanie Dominguez
Sales Coordinator

Eric Bessette
Sale Engineer

Rounding out the team is
Chris Ling and Eric
Bessette hired as Sales
Engineers.
This is the first outbound
sales team for the company
and its aim is to add a new
level of customer service to
all Cubic clients.

Above
Available robots for integration.
Rate of improvement in
automation technology has
recently spiked upward and
this allows for new
opportunities of production
gains.

While cutting edge machine
vision system can be used in
conjunction with robotic arms,
vibratory tables, pneumatic
loaders and conveyors, what is
usually missing is an integrator
who can put all these pieces
together.

Responding to this challenge,
Cubic has become an official
integrator for Fanuc, Universal
Robots and Mitsubishi robotics. .
Cubic brings its wealth of
experience in industrial
automation to enable diverse
applications from machine
tending, packaging, inspection
and quality control. Many
customers are concerned with
aftermarket service and support.

Cubic offers onsite
service but also has
the capability to
train customers in
robot programming.

SEEING IS BELIEVING
In that spirit, free robotic demos can be performed at your business or in
Cubic’s training room in Chino, CA.

